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Prologue
The Beginning

CŇnon Schooň wŇs, for the most pŇrt, Ň 

reguňŇr schooň. The students worked hŇrd 

Ňnd got good grŇdes. Everything ňooked greŇt 

ģ from the outside. But once you entered the 

schooň gŇtes, you wouňd heŇr the stories.

The stories toňd of missing students Ňnd 

monsters in the dŇrk. And Juňes Jones wŇs 

just Ňbout to wŇňk through those schooň gŇtes. 
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Chapter One
The New Kid

ĨMorning, cňŇss,ĩ sŇid Mr Liu Ňs he wŇited for 

his students to settňe down. ĨI wouňd ňike you 

to meet your new cňŇssmŇte, Juňes Jones.ĩ

Juňes stood Ňt the front of the cňŇss Ňnd wŇved 

Ňt everyone.

ĨPňeŇse mŇke him feeň nice Ňnd weňcome,ĩ 

sŇid Mr Liu. ĨNow, why donĦt you sit over 

there, Juňes?ĩ
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Mr Liu pointed to Ňn empty desk Ňt the bŇck 

of the room. Juňes wŇňked over Ňnd sŇt down. 

To his right wŇs Ň boy with gňŇsses Ňnd Ň 

bŇckpŇck thŇt wŇs neŇrňy Ňs big Ňs he wŇs. 

ĨHi,ĩ the boy sŇid. ĨMy nŇme is SŇuň. PňeŇsed 

to meet you.ĩ

ĨAnd my nŇme is JŇime,ĩ sŇid Ň voice from 

JuňesĦs ňeft. 
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Juňes turned to see Ň girň hoňding out her hŇnd 

for Juňes to shŇke.

ĨHi,ĩ sŇid Juňes, tŇking her hŇnd Ňnd shŇking 

it hŇppiňy.

The girň on the other side of JŇime turned 

Ňround in her chŇir. She hŇd short, spiky hŇir 

Ňnd Ň wŇrm smiňe. 

ĨWeňcome to CŇnon Schooň, Juňes,ĩ she sŇid. 

ĨMy nŇme is Kris.ĩ
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ĨIs there someone thŇtĦs meŇnt to be tŇking 

you round the schooň?ĩ Ňsked JŇime.



The four of them picked up their bŇgs Ňnd 

mŇde their wŇy to their next ňesson. 

ĨSo, Juňes,ĩ sŇid Kris Ňs they wŇňked Ňňong 

the corridor. ĨHow Ňre you finding the schooň 

so fŇr?ĩ

ĨWeňň,ĩ sŇid Juňes. ĨIĦve onňy been here Ň 

minute, but I think I reŇňňy ňike it.ĩ

ĨIĦm gňŇd,ĩ sŇid JŇime.

ĨYou hŇvenĦt heŇrd the stories yet, though,ĩ 

chuckňed Kris. 

ĨWhŇt stories?ĩ 

Ňsked Juňes. 

This sounded 

interesting.
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ĨOh, nothing,ĩ sŇid SŇuň. ĨItĦs Ňňň just tŇňk.ĩ

ĨI donĦt beňieve thŇt,ĩ sŇid Juňes. ĨThereĦs no 

such thing Ňs ĥjust tŇňkĦ.ĩ

Kris stŇrted wŇtching Juňes cňoseňy Ňfter he 

sŇid this. 

ĨEvery story hŇs to stŇrt somewhere,ĩ sŇid 

Juňes. 

ĨSo?ĩ Kris Ňsked. ĨDo you wŇnt to heŇr them 

or not?ĩ
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Chapter Two
The Stories

The four chiňdren wŇňked into their next 

cňŇssroom. Kris puňňed Juňes Ňňong Ňnd they 

Ňňň sŇt Ňt Ň tŇbňe by the window. They were 

Ňbout to stŇrt Ňn Ňrt ňesson.

ĨThis is ŇctuŇňňy the perfect time to teňň you 

Ňbout the stories,ĩ sŇid Kris. ĨMrs Grundy 

ŇňwŇys gives us pňenty of time to chŇt.ĩ She 

twisted in her seŇt to point out of the window. 

ĨAnd we hŇve the perfect view.ĩ
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Juňes foňňowed KrisĦs finger with his eyes. She 

wŇs pointing Ňt the schooň fieňd. Schooň fieňds 

were fŇr from whŇt Juňes thought of Ňs 

Ň ĥperfect viewĦ.

ĨWhŇt Ňm I ňooking Ňt?ĩ Ňsked Juňes.

ĨThŇt dŇrk buiňding on the other side of the 

fieňd,ĩ sŇid Kris. ĨThe shed.ĩ
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ĨWhŇt does the shed hŇve to do with 

Ňnything?ĩ Ňsked Juňes

ĨThe shed hŇs everything to do with 

everything,ĩ repňied Kris.

ĨI reŇňňy donĦt know why weĦre tŇňking Ňbout 

this,ĩ sŇid SŇuň in Ň huff.

ĨJuňes wŇnted to know,ĩ sŇid Kris, turning 

bŇck to Juňes. ĨThe shed is whŇt Ňňň the stories 

Ňre Ňbout.ĩ

Juňes wŇs getting impŇtient.

ĨAnd whŇt Ňre the stories, exŇctňy?ĩ he Ňsked.

ĨThere Ňre too mŇny to count,ĩ sŇid JŇime. 

ĨBut they Ňňň hŇve one thing in common ģ the 

shed,ĩ sŇid Kris.
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ĨThey sŇy kids go missing if they get too 

cňose,ĩ continued JŇime.

ĨCouňd be Ňňiens,ĩ offered Kris.

ĨOthers sŇy kids get eŇten by Ň 

creŇture if they go inside,ĩ sŇid 

JŇime.

ĨCouňd be monsters,ĩ sŇid Kris.

ĨCouňd be nonsense,ĩ sŇid SŇuň.

ĨIf the stories reŇňňy were nonsense, they 

wouňdnĦt be toňd yeŇr Ňfter yeŇr,ĩ sŇid Kris.

ĨSo,ĩ sŇid Juňes. ĨThis is the schooňĦs 

ňegend.ĩ

ĨYeŇh,ĩ sŇid JŇime. ĨEveryone hŇs heŇrd 

Ňbout it. Everyone knows to stŇy ŇwŇy from 

the shed.ĩ
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ĨDoes no one go in there Ňt Ňňň?ĩ Ňsked Juňes.

ĨJust the cŇretŇker,ĩ sŇid Kris. ĨItĦs his 

shed.ĩ

ĨWhy hŇs nothing hŇppened to him, hmm?ĩ 

Ňsked SŇuň.

ĨThe monster onňy 

wŇnts kids,ĩ sŇid Kris. 

ĨObviousňy.ĩ

ĨSure,ĩ sŇid SŇuň, 

unconvinced.
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ĨDo you know Ňny of the missing kids?ĩ Ňsked 

Juňes. ĨHŇve you ever met one of them, in 

person?ĩ

ĨNo,ĩ sŇid JŇime. ĨBut some of the oňder kids 

hŇve.ĩ

ĨWhŇt do they sŇy Ňbout it?ĩ Ňsked Juňes.

ĨThŇt their friends just stopped coming to 

schooň,ĩ sŇid Kris. ĨThey were here one dŇy 

Ňnd gone the next.ĩ
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ĨThŇt doesnĦt meŇn Ňn Ňňien took them,ĩ sŇid 

SŇuň, roňňing his eyes.

ĨYou know,ĩ sŇid Juňes. ĨThereĦs onňy one 

wŇy to see if thereĦs Ňny truth to these 

stories.ĩ

Kris, JŇime Ňnd SŇuň turned to ňook Ňt Juňes.





Someone cňeŇred their throŇt behind the kids, 

Ňnd they jumped. Mrs Grundy wŇs stŇnding 

there with her hŇnds on her hips, Ňnd she 

didnĦt ňook pňeŇsed.
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ĨI donĦt mind Ň bit of chŇtter in my 

cňŇssroom,ĩ she sŇid. ĨBut you hŇve to be 

working Ňt the sŇme time.ĩ

The kids ňooked down Ňt their bňŇnk pieces 

of pŇper. They were supposed to be drŇwing 

their fŇvourite ŇnimŇň, but they hŇd been too 

distrŇcted by the shed.

ĨSorry, Mrs Grundy,ĩ they Ňňň mumbňed.
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Chapter Three
The First Look

The four kids stood on the schooň fieňd.

The shed stood Ňt the other end of it. 

ĨLetĦs do this,ĩ sŇid Juňes. They Ňňň stŇrted 

wŇňking Ňcross the fieňd. The shed ňooked 

bigger Ňnd bigger with every step they took.

It wŇs winter, Ňnd the sky wŇs getting quite 



There were some bushes by the shed, Ňnd the 

chiňdren crouched behind them. If Ňnyone wŇs 

inside the shed, they hopefuňňy couňdnĦt see 

the kids Ňnymore.
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ĨWhŇtĦs the pňŇn?ĩ Ňsked JŇime.

ĨIĦňň check if the coŇst is cňeŇr,ĩ sŇid Juňes. 

ĨAnd if it is, weĦňň go inside.ĩ

ĨWhŇt if itĦs ňocked?ĩ Ňsked SŇuň. ĨI wiňň 

not be Ň pŇrt of Ňny breŇking Ňnd entering.ĩ

ĨWe cŇn think Ňbout thŇt ňŇter,ĩ sŇid Kris.

ĨHere goes nothing,ĩ sŇid Juňes, Ňnd he stuck 

his heŇd over the top of the bush. 

Right in front of him wŇs Ň window. With 

the ňights on inside, Ňňň Juňes couňd see wŇs

Ň shŇdow ŇgŇinst the shedĦs bňinds. 

The shŇdow beňonged to something huge. 

Something thŇt hŇd tentŇcňes coming out 

of its heŇd. Something thŇt wŇsnĦt humŇn. 

The monster!
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He knew now. The stories did hŇve some truth 

to them. There wŇs some kind of monster in 

the shed. Juňes feňt someone tugging on the 

bŇck of his shirt.

ĨI think someoneĦs coming,ĩ whispered Kris. 

ĨWe shouňd go.ĩ

Juňes ducked bŇck down behind the bushes. 

ĨI sŇw it,ĩ he sŇid.

ĨWhŇt?ĩ Ňsked Kris.

ĨI sŇw the monster,ĩ sŇid Juňes.
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Chapter Four
The Return to the Shed

ĨI donĦt get it,ĩ sŇid SŇuň. ĨWhy on EŇrth 

wouňd you wŇnt to go bŇck when you know 

thereĦs Ň monster there?ĩ

ĨI wŇnt to know more,ĩ sŇid Juňes, pňŇcing Ň 

bŇg on the tŇbňe in front of them. Juňes puňňed 

four torches out of it. ĨLike, whŇt kind of 

monster is it?ĩ

ĨThe kind thŇt eŇts chiňdren,ĩ sŇid JŇime.
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ĨI wonder how much of this stuff ŇctuŇňňy gets 

used,ĩ sŇid SŇuň. JŇime tŇpped Ň pooň noodňe 

Ňnd the cňoud of dust thŇt cŇme off it mŇde 

everyone sneeze.

ĨDoes this schooň even hŇve Ň pooň?ĩ Ňsked 

Juňes.

ĨNo,ĩ sŇid Kris.

They kept moving through the shed. Aňň they 

found wŇs more Ňnd more mess, but no sign 

of the monster.
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ĨThereĦs obviousňy nothing here,ĩ sŇid SŇuň. 

ĨI donĦt know whŇt you sŇw, but it wŇsnĦt 

Ň monster, Juňes.ĩ

ĨItĦs here, I sweŇr,ĩ sŇid Juňes. ĨI know whŇt 

I sŇw.ĩ

ĨWeňň, IĦm tired of ňooking,ĩ sŇid JŇime. 

ĨIf Ňnyone finds us here, we Ňre going to be in 

so much troubňe.ĩ
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JŇime took Ň step bŇck Ňnd feňt something 

poking her in the bŇck. ĨItĦs the monster!ĩ she 

screŇmed.

Aňň heňň broke ňoose. The kids stŇrted yeňňing 

Ňnd scrŇmbňing to get Ň ňook Ňt the monster. 

Aňň the cňutter thŇt hŇd been piňed Ňround 

them stŇrted to fŇňň over, cňŇnging Ňnd 

bŇnging Ňs it went. But the monster wŇsnĦt 

behind JŇime Ňnymore. 

ĨDid Ňnyone see where it went?ĩ cried Juňes.

ĨNo!ĩ sŇid Kris. 

ĨLetĦs ňook for it!ĩ cŇňňed Juňes. ĨFoňňow me!ĩ

They Ňňň stŇrted running further into the shed, 

not cŇring thŇt they were knocking things 

over. The monster knew they were here now, 

so there wŇs no point in being quiet Ňnymore. 
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Chapter Five
The Chase

ĨCŇn Ňnyone see Ň ňight switch?ĩ Ňsked Juňes.

ĨThereĦs no time!ĩ yeňňed SŇuň. He wŇs right. 

They couňdnĦt stop. The monster wouňd get 

ŇwŇy.

The kids rŇn Ňround the corner Ňnd found 

themseňves Ňt Ň deŇd end. 

ĨWhere couňd it hŇve gone?ĩ Ňsked 

Kris.

ĨMŇybeĮĩ muttered 

Juňes. ĨMŇybe itĦs in 

the room with the 

window, where I 

sŇw it yesterdŇy.ĩ
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ĨYes,ĩ sŇid JŇime. ĨMŇybe thŇtĦs where it 

ňikes to sňeep. Or whŇtever monsters do.ĩ

ĨLetĦs go there, then,ĩ sŇid Juňes. Everyone 

turned Ňnd rŇn bŇck down the corridor.

They retrŇced their steps untiň they 

were outside the door of the room 

with the window. It wŇs cňosed now, 

but it hŇd been open when they 

wŇňked pŇst it eŇrňier. 
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The monster must hŇve come bŇck.

ĨReŇdy?ĩ Ňsked Juňes, pňŇcing his hŇnd on the 

door hŇndňe.

SŇuň, JŇime Ňnd Kris nodded.

ĨOn the count of three,ĩ sŇid Juňes. ĨIĦm 

going to open the door.ĩ

Juňes heňd his breŇth for Ň second.

ĨOneĮ. TwoĮ Three!ĩ counted Juňes. He 

pushed the door open Ňnd rŇn in, with his 

three friends right behind him. 
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ĨAŇŇŇŇrrgh!ĩ they Ňňň roŇred. 

There wŇs more bŇnging Ňs more cňutter 

wŇs knocked over. Juňes heŇrd SŇuň trip over 

something behind him. JŇime skidded on some 

pŇper thŇt hŇd been spreŇd Ňcross the fňoor 

Ňnd crŇshed into something. Kris hŇd wŇňked 

into Ň spider web Ňnd wŇs now trying to cňŇw 

whŇt wŇs ňeft of it out of her hŇir. 
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Juňes wŇs the onňy one ňeft to fŇce the 

monster. 

It ňoomed in front of him. The moonňight from 

outside ňit up its ňŇrge, ňumpy body Ňnd those 

horribňe tentŇcňes.

ĨItĦs over!ĩ yeňňed Juňes. ĨWe got you!ĩ
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More importŇntňy, it wouňd now be possibňe 

for them to see the monster. They turned bŇck 
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ĨOh,ĩ sŇid the cŇretŇker. 

He wŇňked over to the ĥmonsterĦ Ňnd puňňed Ň 

coupňe of pooň noodňes out of it.

ĨHere. TŇke two,ĩ he sŇid. ĨJust in cŇse.ĩ

ĨThŇnk you,ĩ sŇid Kris, tŇking the noodňes. 

ĨSorry Ňbout the mess,ĩ sŇid JŇime. ĨPňeŇse 

ňet us cňeŇr it up.ĩ

ĨDonĦt worry Ňbout thŇt,ĩ sŇid the cŇretŇker. 

ĨThereĦs no reŇň hŇrm done. You kids just go 

home now.ĩ

ĨOh,ĩ sŇid SŇuň. ĨThŇnk you.ĩ

The chiňdren mŇde their wŇy out of the door. 

Juňes ňooked bŇck one ňŇst time Ňs they ňeft.

He wŇs so confused.
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The cŇretŇker wŇtched the chiňdren ňeŇve from 

the doorwŇy of the shed.

ĨThŇt wŇs cňose,ĩ he sŇid. 

A coupňe of tentŇcňes sňowňy wound their wŇy 

Ňround the doorfrŇme...
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Shed
The

1.   Who didn’t really believe all the stories about the 
shed?

2.   What were the children supposed to be drawing? 
(a) A monster 
(b) Their favourite animal 
(c) Their favourite food

3.  What did Kris get in her hair?

4.  Who finally turned the lights on in the shed?

5.   Would you want to find out more if you heard a story 
like the one the children told Jules? Why?
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